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Underhanded definition antonym

underhand, underhand, forearm (adj) hand forward and up from below shoulder level a private pitch; a private strokeAntonyms:overarm, overarm, overhanded, round-arm, square, straightSynonyms:underhand, sneaky, underarm, underhandedsneaky, underhanded, underhanded (adverb)marked by deceptionachieved success in business
only by private methodsAntonyms:square, straight, overhanded, round arm, overarm, overhandSynonyms: underhand, stealthy, underarm, sneak(a), stealthy, sneaky, sneaky, underhand, underhand (in response)slylylyly and secretly mean revenge, committed underhand- John Donne; oldline aristocratic diplomats privately undermined
the attempt ... To align Germany with the Western democracies- C.G.BowersAntonyms: upper hand, upper hand, overarm, right, round-arm, squareSynonyms:underhand, underhandedly, underarmunderarm, underhand (adverb)with the hand swung below shoulder levelthrowing a ball underarmAntonyms:round-arm, overhanded,
overhand, straight, square, overarmSynonyms:underhandedly, underhandedly work was done, and Ripley, so he said, restrained old Tom from putting a bullet into a certain miscreant. The Land of NomeLanier McKeeBy degrees, private and hidden as it might be, war between the Duchess and the Cardinal declared itself unmistakable.
Political women (Vol. 1 of 2) Sutherland MenziesIt provides facilities for the exercise of private and even corrupt influence, and encourages log rolling. Government in the United StatesJames Wilford GarnerThey are very insinuating, but they destroy in a private way everything that pertains to us Frisians.The Oera Linda
BookAnonymousHenry, in his private way, also said that she was asked in marriage by the son of the King of Portugal, but this is questionable. Mary Tudor, Queen of FranceMary Croom Brown It makes me feel so underhanded, and it mars my luck, just a little, darling. The fate of Felix BrandFlorence Finch Kelly I never connected you to
these underhanded acts, the engineer explained. The Iron FurrowGeorge C. SheddHe was conniving and treacherous, holding a fair outside the world, and was counted by many a model youth. White Dandy; Or, Master and IVelma Caldwell MelvilleWe must show him that we do not propose to stand for any of his underhanded methods.
The Eternal BoyOwen Johnson A filthy, conniving, thoroughly feminine trick, he said softly and kissed her. The ambassadorSamuel Kimball MerwinIt seemed like a rather stealthy and underhanded thing to do and, Dare I say, I had some of the feelings of a burglar. A Top-Floor IdylGeorge by SchaickHe is mean and underhanded and
tricky – it reminds me of a slimy, venomous snake. SpaceEdward Elmer Smith and Lee Hawkins Garby's Skylark were accused of it of backhand tactics'SYNONYMSdeceitful, underhanded, dishonest, dishonest, indecent, unethical, unprincipled, unforeseen, unwavering, unscrupulous, unscrupulous, fraudulent, cheating, cheating, dirty,
dishonest, treacherous, double-dealing, double-dealing, under-the-belt, two-timing, two-faced, Janus-faced, unsportsmanlike, unsportsmanlike, unsportsmanlike, calculating, artful, cunning, cunning, conspiratorial, cunning, scheming, designing, cunning, cunning, artful, trickycriminal, illegal, illegal, nefarious, secretive, clandestine, sluwer,
sneaky, sneaking, sneaking, covert, cloaked, shrouded, cloak-and-dagger, hugger-mugger, hole-and-corner, hidden, back-alley, backstairs, under the table, conspiratornorator American snide, snideyinformal crooked, shady, curved, low-down, cloudy, fishyBritish informal dodgy , New Zealand informal shonkyZuith African informal
slimANTONYMShonest, honest, above board public, recognized, upright, upright, overboard, overhanded, straight, decent, square, upper hand, round arm, conscientious, overt, frank, clear, admitted, plain, clear, patent, indisguised, simple, honest, ethical, clear, clear, manifest, unlimited, honorable, imperishable, conscientious, overarm,
undisguised, undisguised. private meaning, definition, English dictionary, synonym, see also ... By now is also an adverb., adv ADV na v (Antonym: overarm) In softball, pitches ... private synonyms, antonyms, English dictionary, English language, definition , see also 'understand',under ',understanding', understandable', Reverso ... 1 given
to or characterized by deceit and deceit &lt;willing to= stoop= to= underhand= methods= in= order= to= win=&gt;Synonyms bent [mainly British], skewed, misleading, ... 1 given to or characterized by deceit and deceit &lt;the commercial= is= a= part= of= an= underhanded= pr= campaign= to= whitewash= the= company's= environmental=
record=&gt;... private - Meaning in Hindi, what is the meaning of private in Hindi dictionary, audio pronunciation, ... Pronunciation of private ... Antonyms from private. 1 given to or characterized by deceit and deceit willing to stoop to private methods to win bent [mainly British], skewed, deceitful, dishonest, double dealing, duplicitous, fast,
guileful, rogue, shady, sharp, shifty, underhanded, inconsiderable, dishonorable, unforeseeable, cheating, deceiving, deceitful, cheating, cheating, sneaky, sneaky, trickish, treacherous, perceptive, treacherous 2 undertaken or done to escape is perceived or known by others underhand the congressman's underhand attempt to slip some
pork barrel items into the bill backstairs , behind the scenes, clandestine, secret, covert, sneaky, hole-and-corner, hugger-mugger, hush-hush, private, privy, secret, sneaking, sneaky, stealthy, stealthy, stealthy, undercover, underground, under back-channel, closed-door, off-the-books, off-the-record classified, confidential,, top secret,
undisclosed concealed, hidden, secret, subterranean, unadvertised, unexposed aboveboard, straightwardfor , undisguised unclassified, unlimited clear, clear, manifest, clear, patent, plain&lt;/the&gt; &lt;/willing&gt; &lt;/willing&gt; 2 Tendency to hide one's thoughts, feelings, things, etc. from others; reticent; not candid or open Operating in a
hidden or confidential way: (Law) Being married and thus protected by your husband. The definition of crooked is something not straight, bent or bent or an unfair person. Skilled at deception; sly; cunningly intended to deceive; misleading; false Road of a main road or course; far away or removed. The definition of dishonest is a person
who cheats or lies. Unfair; based on fraud or deception The definition of shady is to provide darkness and coolness of the sun, or of questionable character. Distinguished by frequent changes in direction: Tend or try to undermine, overthrow or destroy (an established government, institution, faith, etc.) Unfair and sneaky; underhanded.
Not morally approved; morally poor; not ethical. Contrary to justice or a sense of honesty: Without scruples; Immoral. The definition of dishonest is disingenuous, misleading or misleading. Given to or characterized by intentional deceptiveness in behavior or speech. Full of deceit; deceitful or treacherously cunning. The definition of indirect
is a person or thing that is not right, or not direct and fair. Sexually stimulating; salacious: Characterized by or displaying integrity; Upright: Located, placed or used under the arm. Done or act in a covert manner, as if to impede observation; covert; stealthy; sneaky find another word for underhand. On this page you discover 32 synonyms,
antonyms, idioms, and related words for underhanded, such as: secret, secret, sneaky, secretive, secretive, sneaky, cunning, cunning, deceptive, cunning, cunning, dirty and dishonest. 1 given to or characterized by deception and commercial deception is part of a backhanded PR campaign to have the company's environmental record
bent [primarily British], skewed, misleading, dishonest, double-dealing, whitewash duplicitous, fast, fraudulent, tricky, rogue, shady, sharp, oblique, underhand unconscionable, unethical, negligent, unscrupulous, deceitful, deceitful, deceitful, deceitful, treacherous, confused, treacherous 2 undertaken or done to escape is perceived or
known by others a backstabbing attempt to infiltrate the headquarters of the other party backstairs , behind the scenes, clandestine, secret, sneaky, hole-and-corner, hugger-mugger, hush-hush, private, privy, secret, sneaking, sneaky, stealthy, stealthy, stealthy, surreptitious, undercover, underground, underhand back-channel, closed-
door, off-the-books, off-the-record classified, confidential, restricted, top secret, undisclosed concealed, hidden, secreted, subterranean, unadvert, unexposed aboveboard, simple, unholenal, undisguised, unclassified, unlimited clear, clear, manifest, clear, patent, Page 2 2 2
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